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Heteronuclear spin systems in solids have previously been studied by zero-field
NMR (I, 2). Inequivalent nuclear spins (e.g., 13C-lH) behave identically to homonuclear spins (e.g., ‘H-‘H) except that they can be independently manipulated in high
and zero fields (2, 3). In combination with anisotropic liquid crystal solvents, such
spin systems often produce interesting and unexpected features in the zero-field NMR
spectra. This paper presents the simplest case of an I-S (I = ‘H, S = 13C) spin pair in
nematic and smectic liquid crystalline phases, the latter displaying the effects of small
asymmetries.
A comparison between the high- and zero-field NMR Hamiltonians illustrates a
few of the relevant features of heteronuclear spin systems in zero field. For a 13C-‘H
pair, the high-field NMR Hamiltonian in a uniaxial phase may be written as
%+ffF= -4,

- W& - 9(2I&)(3

COS%

[II

- 1) - JI&,

where S = l/2( 3 cos2/3 - 1) is the order parameter, scaling only the dipolar interaction
and describing the relative alignment of the I-S internuclear vector and the liquid
crystal director frame (4). The term containing 0 relates the liquid crystalline director
frame to the laboratory frame. A high-field spectrum will show the usual dipolar
doublet pattern with a peak separation corresponding to
Aw=2Sw,,+J
Aw=Swo--J

for
for

Ax>O,B=O”
Ax<O,O=

90”

I21

and wD = y,ysh/r3. Thus one can see how liquid crystals with differing magnetic
susceptibility anisotropies, Ax, can be used to differentiate between the contributions
of J and wo in the spectra (5).
The high-field Hamiltonian contains only the secular terms of the dipolar and indirect
couplings. Since there are no Zeeman energy differences in zero field, the I and S spins
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FIG. 1. Zero-field energy levels and allowed zero-field NMR transitions for a pair of I-S spins (I = ‘H, S
= I%). The most general scheme with n f 0 is illustrated based on the Hamiltonian given as Eq. [3] in the
text. The eigenstates are linear combinations of the two spin product states and consist of (1) = 2-‘/*(]r~x)
+ ]/I@), 12) = -i2-“*(]a(u) - &I)), 13) = 2-“2(l~@+ I&x)), and (4) = 2-“2(]ofi) - I&Y)). The energies
depend upon the indirect coupling constant, .I, and the dipolar coupling (wn = -y,-&/r’)
scaled by the liquid
crystal order parameter, S. The asymmetry in the dipolar coupling (11 # 0) removes the degeneracy of
eigenstates 1 and 2 resulting in six allowed transitions. When n = 0, levels 1 and 2 are degenerate, thus
introducing a zero-frequency transition and reducing the total number to four.

are identical with respect to exchange and additional terms in the Hamiltonian become
energy conserving. For the general case in zero field, the Hamiltonian is then written
as

where x, y, and z refer to a molecular-based frame. The full J coupling (except anisotropic terms) and dipolar coupling, including a possible asymmetry, 9, are now included. Truncation of the Hamiltonian by the allowed motions in the liquid crystalline
environment retains the same terms as for the homonuclear case (6,7). The eigenstates,
energy levels, and allowed transitions for the Hamiltonian of Eq. [3] are shown in Fig.
1 for the energies given below
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Ed=+.

[41

Note that, unlike the homonuclear case, transitions are now allowed between the
singlet and triplet energy levels (2).
The zero-field NMR spectra of probe molecules, which consisted of two spin homonuclear systems, in several different liquid crystal solvents have previously been
reported (6, 7). To detect signal in zero field (Z), the sample is adiabatically demagnetized to an intermediate field. The sudden removal of this field initiates evolution
at the dipolar frequencies if the initial condition does not commute with the zerofield Hamiltonian. The sample is then remagnetized and the signal is detected as a
function of time spent in zero field. In order to produce dipolar signal in an aligned
nematic with AX > 0, dc field pulses are required (6, 7) to produce a different initial
state. This can be attributed to the symmetry of the homonuclear dipolar Hamiltonian
in zero field and the initial state of magnetization prepared in high field (i.e., they
commute) (6).
In the high temperature limit, the equilibrium initial condition for an I-S spin pair
may be written as the reduced laboratory frame density matrix
[51
in which the coefficients a and b represent the relative polarizations of I and S spins.
If the liquid crystal is aligned with the director axes along the laboratory z axis (Ax
> 0), the molecular and laboratory frames in Eqs. [3] and [5], respectively, are coincident. For a = b, the commutator is
[P(o),

ZZFI

= 0

t61

and no signal results. This is identical to a homonuclear case, as the I and S spins are
indistinguishable spin Z = % nuclei in zero field. Since the coefficient a is generally
not equal to 6, but rather b a a/4 for equilibrium polarizations, it can easily be shown
that the initial condition for a heteronuclear pair does not commute and evolution
will occur.
For other relative orientations of the director and lab frames and values of the
coefficients, zero-field evolution is initiated in all situations. The normalized signal
can be calculated for an arbitrary orientation of director frame, described by the angles
0 and 4 with respect to the laboratory z axis, from
s(t)= Tr{RI,R-'eXp(-i~zFt)R(Uz,+bS,)R-'eXp(i&"ZFt))

[71
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in which the detected operator is Z, and R = exp(-&Z,)exp(-iOZ,).
orientation of director with n = 0 this reduces to

For any single

S(t) = N{ (a + b)cos% + (a - @sin20 cos( $%0n + .Z)t
+ (a - b)cos28 cos(SwD - J)t + (a + b)sin2B cos(&&),

[8]

where wn = y&i/r3
and N is a normalization constant. The angular factor depends
on a single value of 19for a liquid crystal sample which remains uniformly aligned in
zero field. For example, nematic liquid crystals with Ax > 0 will have 6 = 0” and Eq.
[ 81 becomes
s(t)=N{(a+b)+(a-b)cos(S‘dD-J)t}.
[91
Similarly, for a nematic liquid crystal with Ax < 0 the angle of alignment with respect
to the laboratory z axis is 90” and

[lOI

s(t) =N((u-b)cos(fS~D+J)t+(u+b)cos(~s~D)t}.

Experimentally this means that separate transitions of the heteronuclear spin manifold
will be selected by the ordering of the liquid crystal matrix. Spectra of 13CHC13 in
nematic phases with Ax > 0 and Ax < 0 are shown in Fig. 2 and demonstrate this
effect. The order parameter can be calculated from the spectrum using values of J
= +0.210 kHz (8, 9) and r = 1.073 ii (10) yielding values of S = 0.115 f 0.001 (Ax
> 0) and S = 0.083 f 0.001 (Ax < 0) for the two nematics. These values are identical
to those calculated from the splittings measured in high field with S = 0.115 f 0.00 1
and S = 0.082 f 0.00 1, respectively.
Nonaligned samples, such as smectic B (axially symmetric) and E (nonaxially symmetric) (ZZ), have a distribution of director orientations, and describing the signal in
these cases requires that Eq. [8] be averaged over the angle 19.An axially symmetric
heteronuclear dipolar coupling (7 = 0) produces the spectrum shown in Fig. 3 and
the signal is given by the normalized expression
5’(t)=N{(u+b)+2(u-b)cos(@w~+

J)t
+ (U - b)COS(sjwl,

-

J)t + 2 (U

+ b)COS($‘d,,)t}.

[ 1 I]

Due to the symmetry effects of the liquid crystalline phase, the Hamiltonian may be
nonaxially symmetric (n # 0) (I I, 12). This asymmetry lifts the degeneracy of the two
lowest energy levels and increases the number of peaks in the spectrum such that
S(t) = N{(a + b)cos(Sw~q)t + (a - b)cos(@~(

1 - 7) + J)t

+ (a - b)cos( fSo,,( 1 + n) + J)t + (a - b)cos(So~ - J )t
+ (0 + b)c0$%dO(3

- q)/2)t

+ (a + b)c0s(h,(3

+ d/2&.

[I21

The spectrum of a nonaxially symmetric dipolar coupled I-S pair is shown in Fig. 4.
This spectrum illustrates the most general form of the heteronuclear dipolar Hamiltonian for two spins as all possible transitions in the singlet-triplet manifold are present.
An interesting result arises when calculating the order parameter for the smectic B
and E cases. In order to account for the frequencies in the spectrum, the sign of S
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b) Ax < 0
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FIG. 2. Zero-field NMR spectra of a 13C-‘H pair in nematic liquid crystals. (a) ‘3CHC13 (6 wt%) in EBBA
(p-ethoxybenzylidene pbutylaniline, Ax > 0). Zero-field signal results after the transition to zero field with
lines corresponding to Awiz and Awa of Fig. 1 and Eq. [9]. The calculated value of the order parameter is
S = 0.118 + 0.001. (b) “CHClr (6 wt%) in ZLI 1167 (a mixture of propyl-, pentyl-, and bicyclohexylcarbonitriles, Ax < 0). The spectrum shows the other possible transitions in the singlet/triplet manifold (Aw,~
= Aw24 and Awl3 = Ao2r for 7 = 0 in Fig. 1.) The order parameter was found to be S = 0.084 + 0.001.

must be negative for the proper relationship of the dipolar and J coupling terms. The
order parameters for the smectic phases are then S = -0.080 + 0.00 1 and S = -0.062
f 0.00 1 for smectic B and E, respectively, with an asymmetry parameter of r~= 0.186
+ 0.002 in the latter. This change in sign is most likely indicative of a different average
angle of alignment, either greater or less than the magic angle, between nematic and
smectic phases.
Although small solute molecules do not align to a very high degree, as illustrated
by the small values of the order parameters, they are still sensitive measures of the
ordering and symmetry properties of the liquid crystalline phases. The zero-field NMR
spectra of simple heteronuclear spin systems have demonstrated the diversity in appearance of the spectra for different phases and have proved valuable in experiments
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FIG. 3. ‘3CHCl~ in smectic B phase liquid crystal (-8 wt% in a 60:40 wtW mixture of 4-n-butyloxybenzylidene-4’+octylaniline
and 4-n-octyloxycyanobiphenyl). The seven peaks correspond to the transitions
with r~ = 0 of Awiz, *Awls = AWES,+Awjq, and IfrAw i4 = Awz4 between the triplet and singlet energy levels.
In order to account for the positions of the peaks in the experimental spectrum the relative sign of S in Eq.
[9] must be changed. The calculated value of S is found to be -0.080 + 0.00 1.
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F’IG. 4. “CHCls in smectic E phase liquid crystal (- 10 wt% in a 50:50 wt% mixture of 4+butyloxybenzylidene-4’+octylaniline
and 4-n-octyloxycyanobiphenyl) with a nonaxially symmetric dipolar coupling (9
# 0). The 12 peaks in the spectrum correspond to all the possible allowed transitions in the singlet/triplet
manifold for two spins. The order parameter was found to have a negative value of S = -0.063 + 0.001
and an asymmetry parameter of n = 0.186 f 0.002.
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on isotope selectivity in zero-field NMR with composite pulses (3). In addition, they
also demonstrate the sensitivity of the zero-field NMR spectra to the symmetry of the
phase (12).
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